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Previews
the NMDA subset of glutamate receptors might serveHunting for Excitement:
as a potential site of neurodegeneration in HD.NMDA Receptors A report in this issue of Neuron by Zeron et al. (2002)
provides perhaps the best evidence to date that me-in Huntington’s Disease
dium-sized spiny striatal neurons are more vulnerable
to NMDA receptor-mediated cell death in a transgenic
mouse model of HD expressing full-length mutant hun-
Excitotoxic cell death stimulated by quinolinic acid tingtin (htt) with 46 or 72 polyglutamine repeats (YAC46
injection into the striatum has a long history of “mim- or YAC72) when compared to age-matched controls
icking” many aspects of motor, behavioral, and neuro- (Hodgson et al., 1999). Previous work from Lynn Ray-
chemical changes observed in Huntington’s disease mond and Michael Hayden’s groups (Chen et al., 1999;
patients. In this issue of Neuron, Zeron et al. (2002) Zeron et al., 2001) demonstrated that expression of mu-
provide insight into the role of NMDA receptors in the tant htt in a nonneuronal cell increased NMDA receptor-
evoked current and apoptosis. With this information,cell-specific excitotoxic death observed in Hunting-
Zeron et al. (2002) asked three questions: what receptorston’s disease (HD) using a HD mouse model express-
are responsible for the enhanced vulnerability of theing full-length mutant huntingtin (htt).
YAC72 medium-sized spiny striatal neurons to gluta-
mate? Does full-length mutant htt act to augment gluta-What is the molecular basis for the cell-specific pattern
mate receptor activity, thereby increasing caspase acti-of pathology in neurodegenerative diseases? This ques-
vation and cell death? Is the enhanced cytotoxicitytion is particularly compelling for those studying poly-
neuronal type and NMDA receptor subtype specific?glutamine expansion diseases. The common mutation
Zeron et al. (2002) evaluated whether medium spinyunderlying at least nine distinct neurodegenerative dis-
neurons from YAC46 and YAC72 mice were more vulner-eases is expansion of CAG trinucleotide repeats that
able to the NMDA receptor agonist, quinolinic acid. Theencode polyglutamine tracts in nine otherwise unique
mouse model utilized in these studies expresses full-proteins. Expansion of polyglutamine repeats is associ-
length htt under control of the human htt promoter andated with a toxic gain of function that targets distinct
recapitulates the progressive neurobehavioral changesneuronal populations in each of these diseases. Hun-
and striatal degeneration seen in HD (Hodgson et al.,tington’s disease (HD), one of the most extensively stud-
1999). Using several approaches, both in primary striatalied of these diseases, is a debilitating, inherited neuro-
cultures and in vivo, Zeron et al. (2002) demonstratedegenerative disorder characterized by involuntary
that YAC46 and YAC72 mice display enhanced NMDA-movements, personality changes, dementia, and early
mediated excitotoxic cell death, NMDA currents, anddeath. The selectivity of neuronal death seen in HD stria-
caspase activation. This finding is particularly interest-
tum is remarkable given that huntingtin protein (htt) is
ing since vulnerability to non-NMDA (AMPA) glutamate
normally expressed throughout the central nervous sys-
receptors showed no difference between wild-type and
tem as well as in nonneuronal cells. HD transgenics expressing 72 polyglutamine repeats.
Considering the widespread expression of htt, a criti- Further, the authors elegantly demonstrate that the
cal question in the HD field is the following: why are NMDA receptor antagonist, ifenprodil, a NR2B subunit-
only the GABAergic medium-sized spiny neurons vulner- specific antagonist, completely blocked NMDA recep-
able in the striatum, while large cholinergic and medium tor-mediated cell death in this system.
aspiny neurons are spared (Ferrante et al., 1985; Grave- From these data, Zeron et al. (2002) hypothesize that
land et al., 1985)? One mechanism proposed over regional expression of NR2B subunit when compared to
twenty-five years ago for the loss of these neurons in other NR2 subunits correlates with severity of neuronal
HD was excitotoxic cell death mediated by the release degeneration in HD. In support of the subunit specificity
of glutamate from cortical afferents and activation of hypothesis, levels of expression of NR2B relative to
glutamate receptors (Coyle and Schwarcz, 1976). How- other NR2 subunits are lower in the cerebellum and
ever, the exact nature of the selective loss of distinct brainstem, which are spared in HD. Further, they found
populations of cells in the striatum was unknown. In no difference between death of wild-type and of YAC72
1983, Schwarcz et al. and others (Beal et al., 1986; Huang cerebellar granule neurons with NMDA receptor stim-
et al., 1995) reported that intrastriatal injection of quino- ulation. The NMDA receptor in cerebellar neurons is
linic acid, which is an intermediate in the kynurenine composed of NR1 plus NR2A or NR2C, but not NR2B
pathway of tryptophan metabolism that acts on iono- subunits. These results further support the author’s hy-
tropic NMDA receptors, reproduced some of the bio- pothesis that subunit composition modulates enhanced
chemical features of HD. They found that the medium cytotoxicity mediated by mutant htt.
aspiny neurons and large cholinergic neurons were pre- The results of Lynn Raymond and Michael Hayden’s
served while the medium spiny neurons were depleted. collaborative work (Zeron et al., 2002) are noteworthy
In contrast, kainic acid injections carried out by Beal in that they provide strong evidence that a specific re-
et al. (1985) spared large cholinergic neurons whereas ceptor subtype, mainly that comprising NR1A and
medium aspiny somatostatin-positive neurons were de- NR2B, is partly responsible for the selective vulnerability
of medium spiny neurons to neurodegeneration inpleted. These results, although indirect, suggested that
Neuron
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Graveland, G.A., Williams, R.S., and DiFiglia, M. (1985). Science 227,YAC72 transgenic HD mice. While excitatory cell death
770–773.has been proposed as a mechanism for HD neurodegen-
Hodgson, J.G., Agopyan, N., Gutekunst, C.A., Leavitt, B.R., LePiane,eration for many years, this work provides some insight
F., Singaraja, R., Smith, D.J., Bissada, N., McCutcheon, K., Nasir,into the molecular details of this pathway. Further, treat-
J., et al. (1999). Neuron 23, 181–192.
ment with subunit-specific NMDA inhibitors, such as
Huang, Q., Zhou, D., Sapp, E., Aizawa, H., Ge, P., Bird, E.D., Vonsat-
ifenprodil, may have therapeutic potential in HD. These tel, J.P., and DiFiglia, M. (1995). Neuroscience 65, 397–407.
studies also raise some intriguing questions. For exam-
Sun, Y., Savanenin, A., Reddy, P.H., and Liu, Y.F. (2001). J. Biol.
ple, why is the altered NMDA receptor response found Chem. 276, 24713–24718.
only for NMDA receptors composed of NR2B and NR1 Zeron, M.M., Chen, N., Moshaver, A., Lee, A.T., Wellington, C.L.,
subunits? Does the recent evidence that htt associates Hayden, M.R., and Raymond, L.A. (2001). Mol. Cell. Neurosci. 17,
with postsynaptic density protein-95 (Sun et al., 2001) 41–53.
and promotes sensitization of NMDA receptors indicate Zeron, M.M., Hansson, O., Chen, N., Wellington, C.L., Leavitt, B.R.,
Brundin, P., Hayden, M.R., and Raymond, L.A. (2002). Neuron 33,the normal function of htt is to modulate NMDA receptor
this issue, 849–860.function? Another hypothesis involves a potential lack
Zuccato, C., Ciammola, A., Rigamonti, D., Leavitt, B.R., Goffredo,of trophic support in HD. BDNF mRNA is not present in
D., Conti, L., MacDonald, M.E., Friedlander, R.M., Silani, V., Hayden,the striatum and therefore the supply of this trophic
M.R., et al. (2001). Science 293, 493–498.factor to the striatum is controlled by corticostriatal pro-
jection neurons. Zuccato et al. (2001) recently reported
that striatal BNDF levels are regulated by wild-type htt
protein in cortical projection neurons. Expression of full- Good Vibrationslength mutant htt in YAC72 transgenics decreases the
levels of BDNF to the striatum through these pathways.
Therefore, does the lack of trophic support via the corti-
costriatal projections explain the selective vulnerability How and where the brain forms associations between
of the medium spiny neurons and NMDA receptor re- sensation and action are crucial questions in the field
sponse? Perhaps, the expression of a critical compo- of cognitive neuroscience. In this issue of Neuron,
nent of the NMDA receptor complex composed of NR2B Herna´ndez and colleagues (2002) add to an already
and NR1 subunits is regulated by BDNF levels. We have impressive body of work elucidating the neural mecha-
found BDNF levels regulate PKC activity, and it is known nisms responsible for forming categorical decisions
that PKC potentiates activity of NMDA receptors com- about vibrotactile stimuli that guide behavior. Here
posed of NR2B and NR1 subunits. Alternatively, lower they show that single neurons in premotor cortex rep-
BDNF levels in medium spiny neurons of HD transgenic resent, remarkably, what appears to be the entire tem-
animals with this subunit composition may decrease poral evolution of the decision process—from repre-
important survival factors. Finally, does a specific NMDA sentation of the sensory stimulus, to formation of the
receptor complex with this particular subunit composi- discrimination, to the choice of behavioral output.
tion exist with specific proteases? We know that prote-
ases play a role in cleaving htt and amplifying cytotoxic- The sequence of operations that the brain must perform
ity. It is also known that the final 500 amino acids of the to solve even simple perceptual tasks conjures up im-
NR2B receptor are important to cell death and a region ages of a complex assembly line. Consider, for example,
of low homology between different NR2 subunits. There- the vibrotactile discrimination task used by Herna´ndez
fore, a unique subset of caspases or calpains may form and colleagues (Herna´ndez et al., 2002). They trained
a NMDA subunit-specific receptor molecular complex monkeys to discriminate between two mechanical vibra-
that is modulated by polyglutamine expansion. This al- tions applied sequentially to the fingertips and to indi-
tered molecular complex may then activate caspases/ cate with a hand/arm movement which of the two vibra-
calpains which in turn lead to the cleavage of htt. tions had the higher frequency. This task requires the
brain first to extract, represent, and store information
about the first vibration; then to extract, represent, and
Lisa M. Ellerby compare information about the second vibration with
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with sequential processing by different parts of the brain
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sensory stimulus and preparation of the motor response.
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